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Slavery Emerges
As colonial farms and industries thrived, the need for workers grew. Slavery 
had existed around the world throughout history; in the 1600s, Europeans 
introduced it to the New World to provide cheap labor. Wrenched from their 
homes in faraway Africa, slaves were shipped to the Americas, then sold and 
traded like property. The slave trade expanded rapidly in the 1700s as the 
South’s plantation economy grew.



Chained-Up Slaves Traveled in 
Holds like these were they were 
captured and sold. During the horror 
of  the Atlantic Crossing - called the 
“Middle Passage” - an estimated 25% 
did not survive, including those who 
leaped into the sea.



A Slave’s Journey Begins
While ships waited off  the western coast of  
Africa… 

…Muslim slave traders emerged from the 
interior… 

…bring dozens of  prisoners in chains. 

These terrified men, women, and children had 
been captured in tribal wars or kidnapped from 
their homes in.. 

…Benin, Ashami, and other kingdoms in Nigeria.



A Slave’s Journey Begins
The English or colonial captains of  the slave 
ships often bought one or two hundred slaves… 

…paying for them in rum… 

…salted codfish… 

…muskets… 

…and “African Iron (right) … 

…iron bars used as money.



Slave Auctions

Slave Auctions were usually held after 
the slaves had been trained - or 
“seasoned” - in the British West Indies 
for a few weeks. As the advertisement 
suggests, prospective buyers were very 
cautious about smallpox; an epidemic 
that could wipe out an entire village.



Slave Collars

Slave Collars like these ensured that slaves 
were kept in check duing the long voyages 
from Africa. These metal bands fit tightly 
around the neck and were chained to the 
other slaves’ collars. Leg irons also helped 
secure the ship owner’s “investment.”



Triangular Trade
Ships established several “Triangular Trade” 
routes… 

…so that colonists could exchange goods rather than 
money of  slaves and avoid English customs taxes. 

Goods from the colonies were traded for slaves in 
Africa… 

…then ships sailed to the West Indies… 

…where most of  the slaves were exchanged for 
molasses and sugar.



Triangular Trade
Any remaining slaves were sold at ports in 
America… 

…the molasses was used to make more rum.

Arrows Show one of  the triangle-
shaped colonial slave trade routes. 
Other routes and from the colonies to 
Europe, then to the West Indies and 
back to New England.



“The Slave Ship” 
by J. M. W. Turner



“The Slave Ship” was initially titled “Slavers Throwing overboard the Dead and 
Dying - Typhoon coming on.” Turner has depicted a ship, visible in the 
background, sailing through a tumultuous sea of  churning water and 
leaving scattered human forms floating in its wake. 
     Turner was inspired to paint this picture after reading about the Zong 
massacre, in which a captain of  a slave ship ordered 133 slaves to be 
thrown overboard in 1781 so that insurance payments could be collected. 
     The first impressions of “The Slave Ship” are of  an enormous deep-red 
sunset over a stormy sea, an indication of  an approaching typhoon, 
however on closer inspection, one can discern a sailing ship being 
bounced around in the white churning sea. 
     The masts of  the vessel are blood-red, and the ship’s sails are furled in 
preparation for the typhoon. In the foreground can be seen the many 
bodies floating in the water. 
     Their chained hands and feet indicate that they are slaves. Looking 
more carefully, one can see fish and marine creatures swimming 
preparing to eat the slaves, and seabirds circling overhead.



The Spread of  Slavery
The first Africans brought to the colonies seem to 
have been treated much like indentured 
servants… 

…and some eventually received their freedom. 

As the need for workers increased… 

…especially on the large Southern plantations… 

…more and more Africans were imported



The Spread of  Slavery
In New England and the Middle Colonies… 

…there were far fewer slaves. 

Most were household servants… 

…while others worked alongside their owners in 
trades or in the fields. 

These slaves were usually treated fairly… 

…but they were always being reminded that they 
were not free.



Slave sales represented an intricate and economically vital 
activity from the late eighteenth century through the Civil War.



Enslaved for Life - By Law
As slave numbers grew… 

…so did the anxieties of  many white colonists. 

In the tobacco-growing colonies of  Maryland and 
Virginia… 

…for example, Africans made up less than 10% of  
the population in 1690… 

…but by 1719, they were 25% of  the population… 

…and grew to 40% by 1750.



Enslaved for Life - By Law
White colonists feared being outnumbered and 
overpowered… 

…and, as a result… 

…between 1700 and 1750… 

…every colony passed laws saying that Africans 
were to be slaves for life… 

…except for a few exceptions… 

…and were to be treated as property.



Enslaved for Life - By Law
To ease white fears, 
even more… 

…laws called “Slave 
Codes” were enacted. 

These prevented large 
numbers of  slaves 
from gathering in one 
place… 

…or from traveling 
without a permit.



Phillis Wheatley

Brought to Boston as an eight-year-old 
slave in 1761, Phillis was purchased by the 
Wheatley family to serve in their house. 
     The Wheatley’s saw how bright she was, 
and gave her an education.  
     Phillis became a writer; when she was 
20, a book of  her poetry made her famous. 
     The Wheatley’s gave her both her 
freedom and their name, and her 
achievement as the first slave to publish a 
book inspired free blacks for many years.



Daily Life for Slaves
The day-to-day lives of  slaves varied widely. 

On plantations… 

…household slaves had less strenuous work… 

…and often fared much better than the field 
hands. 

Field slaves worked in “Gangs” for long… 

…exhausting hours…



Daily Life for Slaves
…while an overseer (sometimes another slave) 
kept them moving… 

…of  with a whip. 

Some slaves were trained in trades or crafts and 
often worked in towns… 

…building houses and working at other jobs. 

Plantation slaves were usually housed in small…



Daily Life for Slaves
…basic cabins. 

Families lived together… 

…prepared their own meals… 

…tended private gardens… 

…and made their own clothing. 

While some owners traded their slaves with 
kindness…



Daily Life for Slaves
…a few other owners seemed 
to enjoy cruel treatment of  
the slaves in their power… 

…often using physical 
punishment to enforce their 
rules.



Mixing Cultures

Many Slaves managed to hold on to the 
customs of  their homelands - songs, 
dances, ceremonies, and beliefs. 
     They found ways to incorporate their 
traditions into the customs of  colonial 
America. 
     A great many slaves became Christians, 
for example, and they combined Bible 
Stories, church hymns, and their own 
African rhythms and song styles to produce 
gospel music.




